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Rezumat. În acest articol, autorii prezintă rezultatele unor experimente desfășurate între anii 
2018‒'22 având ca și punct de plecare un vas din lut folosit la prepararea hranei, descoperit în 
campania din anul 2011 pe șantierul arheologic de la Bozânta Mică-Grind (jud. Maramureș). 
Proiectul s-a desfășurat în două faze. Prima a fost dedicată procesului tehnologic de confecțio-
nare și ardere a cinci replici din lut, vasele fiind modelate folosind metode și tehnici din antichi-
tate. A doua fază s-a concentrat pe găsirea celor mai eficiente modalități prin care se putea găti 
în acest tip de vas și pe urmele lăsate în urma procesului de gătit pe vasele replici (atât interne 
cât și externe). Comparând aceste urme pe vasele experimentale cu vasul original am putut 
deduce că, în procesul de gătit, dacii găteau utilizând un suport pentru susținerea vasului. În 
acest fel gătitul este mult mai eficient ca și timp de gătit și pentru controlul temperaturii, cât 
și ca modalitate mult mai comodă față de plasarea vasului direct pe sol. Modelarea și gătitul 
în vasele replici a fost o experiență unică, iar pentru cineva care nu a avut oportunitatea înainte 
de a găti în vase de lut la foc deschis a fost ca și cum am utiliza un cuptor modern de gătit de 
tipul "slow cooker". 
 
Cuvinte cheie: daci, arheologie experimentală, gătit, oală de lut, ardere. 
 
 

1. Introduction  
Our understanding of the daily life of ancient societies is based primarily on 

archaeological remains. But the material evidence (artefacts and structures) preserved 
until our times are fragmentarily and incomplete. Therefore, we use our imagination 
to create a detailed picture of the past. Often to verify this imagined past, we undertake 
experiments. We try to recreate a particular aspect of ancient reality to find out how 
tools were used or things were made and if the material traces left behind after certain 
activities match the archaeological evidence. Like Lammers-Keijsers said, while test-
ing theories or hypotheses using experiments based on archaeological data, there is 
always the possibility of obtaining results that can be used in archaeological research1. 

This paper presents the results of experiments conducted between 2018 and 

                                                      
1 Lammers-Keijsers, 2005, p. 19. 
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2022, which were inspired by a Dacian cooking pot found on the archaeological site 
Bozânta Mică-Grind, located fifteen kilometres southwest of Baia Mare in Maramureș 
County, Romania2. During the archaeological campaign in 2011, fragments of the large 
vessel were discovered inside a water well dated to the second century AD3. The sherds 
were taken to the Baia Mare Museum and put back together by the restoration team. 
The result of their work was the complete pot (Fig. 1). 

2. The archaeological evidence  
We rarely have information regarding an artefact’s social and symbolic func-

tion. Therefore, the ceramic analysis focuses on the object’s practical function. As 
James SKIBO said, “all pots were designed to be used”4. The primary function of a 
ceramic vessel was food processing, storing or transporting solid or liquid goods5. 
Detailed examination of the artefact’s morphology (shape, size, wall thickness) and 
technical choices made by a potter (temper attributes, firing temperature) might tell 
us its intended function6. While the information, like external and internal carboni-
sation, surface attrition and residues, will indicate how the object was used7. 

The pot from Bozânta Mică-Grind had the following dimensions, 26.3 cm high, 
18 cm diameter of mouth with a rim, a short neck and a body with a maximum diam-
eter of 23.6 cm that tapered to a slightly narrower base of 14.2 cm in diameter. The wall 
thickness varied from 1.2 cm at the base to 0.9 cm below the rim. Five pointy nodes 
(1.5 cm max length) decorated the widest part of the pots’ belly. The vessel was made 
by hand without using a pottery wheel. It was well-fired and characterised by uneven 
surface colouring from the orange-reddish to light grey. It had black carbonisation 
marks on the external and internal walls. Macroscopic analysis of the pot showed in 
the clay paste the presence of intentionally added tempers like sand (1‒2 mm grain 
size) and grog (1‒3 mm crushed pottery fragments). Thanks to this, the vessel’s walls 
were more grippy and easier to handle. 

The above information left no doubt that the pot was designed and used for 
cooking. Using Kotigorosko typology8, the vessel fell into the category of Dacian cook-
ing pots. It was used for cooking pulses like dry peas, beans, lentils and chickpeas. It 
would be cheap to buy and easy to replace with a new one if broken. Many similar pots 
were found on numerous Dacian sites, but until present nobody decided to use experi-
mental archaeology to interpret them further. Previously only one attempt to cook in 
the replicas of Dacian clay pots was made (Ardealanu 20189), but it lacked a systematic 
research method and was nothing more than testing the abilities to cook in the clay pots 

                                                      
2 Excavation on the Bozânta Mică-Grind site were carried between 2009‒'15. For annual re-
search reports see http://cronica.cimec.ro/ 
3 Ardeleanu, 2012, p. 26-27. 
4 Skibo, 2015, p. 189. 
5 Rice, 1987, p. 207-208. 
6 Skibo, 2015, p. 189. 
7 Skibo, 2015, p. 190-196. 
8 Kotigorosko, p. 1995, p. 93-84. 
9 Ardealanu, 2019, p. 16. 
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Fig. 1. Photo showing a drawing of the Dacian cooking pot from Bozânta Mică-
Grind site and the artefact after restoration. Photo by Bogdan Adrian DEAC. 

 
Fig. 2. Photo showing D. Dabal making a pot (right) and M. Ardealanu 

preparing to fire the pots (left). 

to experience the past.  
2.1. Aims and research questions 
Numerous archaeologists underline that using an experiment as a research 

method while testing theories and hypotheses have to be based on archaeological data10. 
                                                      
10 Lammers-Keijsers, 2005, p. 19. 
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Another vital element of a reliable experiment is asking the right research questions and 
using the equipment, which allows for collecting information that will provide an an-
swer to them. Moreover, the experiment has to be repeated as many times as it is rele-
vant so its results form a solid research database and are not just one individual episode. 

Our project started from a simple thought: ‘Let’s cook something Dacian’, but 
as time passed, it evolved into a complex experiment with two main phases. The first 
one was dedicated to the technological process of making pots. We wanted to establish 
which clay working technique was used to make the pot, how long it would take and 
experience the difficulties an ancient potter would encounter whilst making it. The sec-
ond phase focused on answering the question of how the pot was used. We wanted to 
find out what was the most efficient method of cooking in such a pot and whether a 
particular cooking practice (cooking in an open fire or on a gridiron) would leave dif-
ferent traces on the surface of pots (soot, carbonisation and attrition marks)11. The ad-
ditional goal was to see how many times the same pot might be used for cooking be-
fore it became useless. We wanted to reconstruct the whole journey of the pot, from 
the moment it was formed from clay until the moment it broke and became useless. We 
believed that learning how to make pots and cook in them would contribute further to 
our understanding of the materials, tools and methods used by the ancient pottery maker. 

3. Making the pots 
3.1. Clay preparation 
An important part of any archaeological experiment is its authenticity. In our 

experiment, we used only materials locally available. The clay to make the pots and 
grog was extracted from an outcrop near the Bozânta Mică-Grind site, whilst the sand 
(used as a temper) was collected directly from the site. Moreover, in making our pots, 
we only used wooden tools and techniques which could be known in the Dacian world. 
We prepared the clay using methods known from cultures which practice traditional 
pottery crafts and local ethnographic examples. 

Like in ancient pottery manufacture, the clay was dug, left to dry, and crushed 
so impurities, like stones and pebbles, could be removed. Next, it was mixed with water 
and left in an open pit for ten months (including winter). Storing clay exposed to at-
mospheric conditions is called ageing or soaking. It is a widely recognised practice of 
improving this material’s most important technological property – its plasticity, which 
enables clay to be formed and hold the desired shape12. 

Before making the pots, we tested the clay to estimate how much it shrinks 
while drying. To do so, we made a 5 cm × 3.1 cm × 2 cm strip of clay and left it to dry. 
After two weeks, its dimensions decreased to 4.6 cm × 2.8 cm × 1.5cm. In ceramics, 
drying shrinkage is calculated as (wet length - dry length) / wet length * 10013. So, we 
estimated that our clay shrank by about 8% = (5 - 4.6) / 5 * 100. Next, we used a 1:1 
scale drawing of the original artefact and increased all its dimensions by 8% (for ex-
                                                      
11 The method and theory how to understand pottery was developed upon a series of experi-
ments and ethnoarchaeological research made by J. Skibo (Skibo, 2013 and Skibo, 2015). 
12 Klusch, 1981, p. 256; Tressel, 1984. 
13 Hansen, 2022. 
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ample, 26.3 cm height became 28.3 cm). We didn’t think it was necessary to calculate 
the additional shrinkage occurring while firing. We altered the clay mix by adding tem-
pers (sand and grog). Furthermore, we assumed that overall a 1‒2 cm error in our pots’ 
dimensions would be acceptable and would not affect the experiment.  

All pots were made of the same clay mix (clay combined with grog and sand), 
except pot no. 5, which was made with terracotta clay purchased online. It is common 
to add sand and grog to a very fine plastic clay because it helps build large vesicles14. 
Moreover, such tempers improve the strength and thermal-shock resistance of the ce-
ramic15. The addition of sand lowers the sintering temperature of the clay while firing 
and increases the porosity of the fired clay, thus improving its resistance to thermal 
stress while used later for cooking16, whilst adding grog to the clay strengthens the 
pot’s body and prevents it from cracking during air drying and firing17. Cooking ce-
ramic is designed to withstand a broad range of temperatures, and it must be able to 
expand when exposed to heat and contract (decreases in size) when cooling down.  

3.2. The coil-building technique 
We knew the original pot was made by hand, without using a pottery wheel, but 

we didn’t know how. Our initial assumption was it was formed by the most common 
hand-building method – the coil technique18. This method allows the formation of a pot 
out of several rolls of clay, called coils, placed in a spiral formation, which are then 
smoothed, so the ceramic has continuous contour.  

We formed several coils from the clay mix prepared earlier and started to build 
the pots bit by bit (pots no. 1 and 2). It was a slow process because we had to score 
each coil’s edge to join with the next clay roll and smooth the coils, shaping the body 
of each vessel. While the clay was still wet, we added the five embellishments in the 
form of short, conical coils to the widest section of the pots. Formed pots were left to 
dry and, when the clay slightly hardened, we smoothed their surfaces (at first using 
wet fingers, later wooden tools) and ensured that there were no cracks. We noticed 
that experienced pottery makers prefer to use wet leather and stone to smooth the pot’s 
surface. But no matter what you use to smooth the pot, the key point is that the more 
time you spend doing it, the higher the chance the pot will not crack or break during 
drying and firing. An additional bonus is that it will hold liquids better.  

In general, we found the coil technique difficult, especially if you are an in-
experienced potter. It was time-consuming as making pot no.1 took us nine hours, and 
pot no. 2 took six. It was tricky to form even coils, and they dried quickly, so to attach 
the new roll, we had to coat it with water to restore its plasticity. Also, it was easy to 
trap an air bubble between the clay joints. After a few days of drying, a very fine hori-
zontal crack appeared in the place where clay rolls were joined on vessel no. 1. 
 

                                                      
14 Tressel, 1984. 
15 Skibo, 2015, p. 190. 
16 Tressel, 1984. 
17 Hakemulder, Last, 1980, p. 18. 
18 Tencariu, 2015, p. 39. 
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3.3. The slab-building technique  
The slab-building technique is another commonly used method of building 

large ceramic vessels without using the pottery wheel. The clay is pressed into slabs 
that are cut into strips, assembled and shaped into the desired form. Thanks to the guid-
ance of experienced experimental archaeology pottery makers (Darek GREŃ and 
Andrzej PRZYGODNI), we made three pots (pots no. 3‒5) using this method. Each 
pot was constructed of four slabs of clay. One piece formed the base of the vessel, while 
three others were cut into 6.5‒7 cm in height strips. Two were used to make the body, 
and one formed the neck of the pot. The clay slabs were joined differently at the lower 
part of the ceramic than at the top, so the material weight helped keep the desired shape. 
When the vessel was fully shaped, before the clay started to dry, we added five short, 
tapered coils to the wides section of its body. This pottery technique was easy and fast. 
Our best time was two hours, but an experienced pottery maker would form one cook-
ing pot in less than an hour19.  

The formed pots were left to dry, so we could smooth their surfaces when the 
clay hardened. Whilst drying, their walls deformed slightly as the weight of the clay 
pulled down one side of the pot’s bellies. To our surprise, it looked exactly like the 
original artefact. The clay material the artefact was made off behaved precisely in the 
same way. We could not believe that we didn’t notice it earlier.  

3.4. Firing the pots 
The original artefact gave us clues on how it was fired. The pot showed uneven 

surface colouring (oxidation), the materials it was made of (course tempers), and its 
typology (cooking pot) suggested that the vessel was fired in a pit, not in a pottery kiln. 
Firing pots in a pit was one of the methods used by Dacian pottery makers, but it had 
a low to average ceramic survival rate. Pit firing was a complex process including sev-
eral phases: making the pit, arranging the pots inside it, preheating, firing, cooling down 
and finally taking out the pots. It took several days and required a lot of work. If you 
made a mistake during any stage of the process, you ended with few or no pots.  

Therefore, to be sure that we would have pots to cook, we fired some of them 
in the pit (pots no. 1‒3) and others in an electric oven (pots no. 4‒5). The electric kiln20 
has an above-average ceramic survival rate because it allows precise control of the firing 
conditions (temperature and time). However, even though we successfully fired our 
cooking vessels using modern technology, one of them broke. The edge of pot no. 5 
broke off and crumbled down. We probably entrapped air bubbles between the clay 
sheets whilst making it.  

Pit firing is the earliest invented method of hardening clay vessels (Fig. 2). 
It does not require any sophisticated tools and allows you to fire numerous pots in 
various shapes and sizes. However, it requires quite a lot of skills and practice. You 
start by selecting the right place to build your fire pit. We dug it in the sandy, well-
drained soil in the spot previously used for firing. Its dimensions were 1.5 m by 1.3 m 

                                                      
19 Greń, 2022, Personal communication. 
20 Pots no. 4 and 5 were fired in an electric oven at the Vasile CHIRA workshop located in Căr-
bunari, Romania. 
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Fig. 3. Photo showing the arrangement of the pots before the firing. 

 
Fig. 4. Photo showing the firing process. 

and 0.45‒0.5 m deep, including a small soil heap around the pit’s edge to block gusts 
of wind. We lined broken pottery sherds at the pit base to seal off moisture coming 
from the ground21. Then three cooking pots and seven smaller vessels were arranged 

                                                      
21 Tencariu, 2015, p. 122. 
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within, with some large pottery sherds placed between them (Fig. 3). The pots were 
spaced out to allow heat to move around and in between. As Traore (1994) noticed, 
there is no rule of how many pots can be fired at the same time. There can be as little 
as a single vessel or up to a hundred22. 

At first, moisture had to be driven out from the soil and pots, so a small fire (not 
too hot, around 150oC) was built around the edge of the pit. Gradually, using thicker 
wood, the fire was raised, allowing the heat to spread across the upper half of the pit 
and eventually reach its bottom. The aim was to slowly increase the ceramics’ temper-
ature using indirect and evenly applied heat. The most important consideration whilst 
preheating pots is that the flames (direct point of heat) do not touch them. Preheating 
the pots took approximately 3 hours. As the temperature within the pit increased, the 
pots underwent a few distinctive phases observed by the change of their colour (light 
brown, dark grey-brown, black – at approximately 400oC). 

Next, we moved into the firing stage. By adding more wood, the fire was con-
ducted into the pit. Flames were touching the pots while embers started to fill up the 
pit. At this moment, we noticed that a small vertical crack appeared at the rim of pot 
no. 2. With the temperature rising, the colour of the pots changed from grey-yellow to 
yellow-orange (at approximately 500oC), next red (at approximately 600oC), to become 
eventually light grey (Fig. 4). At this moment, we covered the pit with soil to keep the 
heat in because it started raining. Our total firing time was 5.5 hours. 

It took a few days for the pit to cool down. We dug out our pots after about 
90 hours, and the pots and their surroundings were so hot that you still could not touch 
them with bare hands. The surface of the pots had uneven colouring (various shades 
of yellow, red and grey). Vessel no.1, as expected, had a large horizontal crack along 
the rim where the coils were joined. Pots no.2 and 3 had small vertical cracks (1 cm 
long) at the edges of the rim, probably caused by firing too fast. Perhaps we didn’t 
preheat the pots long enough, or the temperature inside the pit increased too rapidly 
(Fig. 5). 

3.5. Testing pots quality 
There are two ways of checking if pots have been made well and if they are 

suitable for cooking. You can do it by sound or water test. If the pot has an internal crack 
or any trapped air bubbles in its wall, it cannot vibrate adequately. Instead of a clear 
"glassy" sound will give dull and flat noise when hit by a finger. Cooking pots need 
strong walls which can hold a few litres of liquid. Filling a pot with water reveals if there 
are hidden weaknesses in its walls, as water will leak through any internal cracks, find-
ing its way out. Both tests on our pots showed that only two (pot no. 3 and 4) were suit-
able for cooking, and we only used these two in our experiments. 

4. Cooking experiments  
4.1. Cooking techniques and their efficiency 
One of the most fundamental questions asked by archaeologists regarding the 

ceramic from excavations is its function. We followed Skibo’s (1993) ideas, who iden-
tified the pottery’s function with detailed analyses of traces of fire and cooking activities 
                                                      
22 Traore, 1994, p. 535-549. 
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Fig. 5. Photo showing pots no. 1 to 3 (counting from the left) after firing. 

left on the surface or in the pot. We assumed that ancient people cooked in pots in two 
ways. They could place them directly in the fire (surround them by fire) or above it. To 
determine how they used the Bozânta Mică pot, we focused on identifying changes in 
the ceramic surface caused by fire and smoke. We monitored the special distribution 
of soot marks on our vessels’ outer and inner sides. To see whether a particular cook-
ing practice left different traces. We documented how the pots looked before and after 
using them. 

Additionally, we wanted to see how time efficient it was to cook in the Dacian 
pot using a different source of heat. Therefore, we tested how fast water would boil and 
what the cooking temperature range in this type of ceramic would be. To do it, we mea-
sured the water temperature using Digital Thermometer with a stainless steel probe 
(110 × 3.8 mm). 

In all our cooking tests, we used wood, not charcoal. We started the fire with 
small branches but cooked using thick logs. Before each experiment, we prepared the 
pots in the same way. They were filled with cold water and left for an hour, allowing 
the clay walls to swell (absorb some water). Next, we preheated the surface of the pots 
for an additional hour by moving them closer to the heat source (approximately 30 cm 
away). We did so because we believed that preheating reduces the chances of a pot 
breaking whilst exposed to direct heat. 

At first, we decided to cook on flat ground, surrounding the pot with burning 
logs (Fig. 6). It took over an hour to boil water using this method. It was difficult to 
control the fire and to keep the pot surrounded evenly with heat. The maximum tem-
perature of the water obtained during the experiment was 92oC. No matter how much 
wood we added to the fire, the water temperature did not increase above it. The cook-  
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Fig. 6. Photo showing cooking using the clay pot placed directly in fire. Iron 

Roots Archaeological Workshops 2018 at the Museum of Nature and 
Technology in Starachowice, Poland. 

 
Fig. 7. Photo showing cooking pot placed on the gridiron. 

ing experience was highly uncomfortable. Reaching through the flames to the pot was 
painful and our eyes filled with tears because of the smoke. 
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Fig. 8. Photo showing soot marks on pot no.4. Photos by B. A. Deac. 

Next, we tried cooking using a gridiron. There are a few archaeological exam-
ples of various iron crates from the Celtic and Mediterranean worlds23. These had wide-
spread use, from the Etruscans to the Celts, Romans and then to the Illyrians24. During 
the late La Tène period, the iron crates spread to the populations of the Carpathian Basin 
and north of the Alps25. The gridiron could be used in two ways: as a grill to roast food 
like meat and sausages, or as a support for a pot or a pan to place it above the fire (Fig. 
7). Cooking in the pot on the metal crate was easier and faster. After 50 minutes, the 
water started to boil at 88.7oC. The maximum temperature of the water we managed to 
get was 97.7oC. It was a more enjoyable experience than before. Placing the pot above 
the flames allowed better heat control, and checking the water temperature wasn’t caus-
ing injuries.  

The first cooking method left traces of soot on the upper part of the vessel but 
did not stain its lower body and the base. The second cooking method, using the grid-
iron, stained the whole exterior of the vessel except its base (Fig. 8). When we com-
pared the marks left by the cooking process on reconstructed vessels with the original 
artefact, we had no doubts that the Bozânta Mică pot was used while placed above the 
fire as it had traces of soot on the whole exterior.  

4.2. Longevity of the pots  
After establishing how Dacians living at the archaeological site discovered in 

Bozânta Mică were cooking in the pot, we wanted to find out how long they would use 

                                                      
23 Uenze, 1991, p. 173-175. 
24 Drost, 1954, p. 123. 
25 Jacobi, 1974, p. 110-111, fig. 27. 
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it if they didn’t lose it into the water well. Therefore, another goal of our experiments 
was to see how many times we could cook in the same pot. Most archaeologists as-
sume that the cooking pots had to be replaced frequently because food residues quickly 
accumulate in very coarse pottery. Moreover, cleaning the pots using sand and straw, 
with no soap available, is not such an efficient way of cleaning, and therefore the ves-
sels must soon become foul and unfit for service26. We decided to monitor food stains 
and the accumulation of residues inside the pots to get an idea of how long they could 
be used. In other words, we observed how the pots aged. 

We cook only one type of food in our pots – green lentils. We seasoned them 
with herbs but never added fat or milk. We cooked over and over the same lentil dish 
recipe found in The Roman Cookery Book, a critical translation of the art of cooking 
by Apicius written by Barbara FLOWER, Elisabeth ROSENBAUM27. After cooking, 
we cleaned the pots using water, sand, ash, grass, hay or straw and let them dry in full 
sun. Cleaning the pots was a fairly easy task, and to our surprise, we didn’t observe the 
build-up of food residues, often said to be the reason these pots stopped being used. In 
our case, the only way we could not use the pot was to break it into pieces. We cooked 
in pot no. 3 twice before we broke it whilst cleaning, so perhaps we didn’t use it enough 
to allow for the accumulation of internal residues (Fig. 8). Pot no. 4 was used eight 
times, and we noticed that its interior became smoother and less porous with time. You 
could say it became slightly greasy even though we didn’t use any fat while cooking.  

 
Fig. 9. Photo showing cooking by M. Ardealanu at Days of Living Archaeology 

in Kernave 2019, Cultural Reserve in Kernave, Lituania. 

                                                      
26 Flower, Rosenbaum, 2012, p. 33. 
27 Flower, Rosenbaum, 2012, p. 127. 
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Fig. 10. Photos showing D. Dabal while testing lentils at Apulum Roman 

Festival in Alba Iulia 2018, Romania. Photo to the left by B. A. Deac. 

5. Conclusions 
As Michał BOGACKI said, no experiment could reconstruct the past28. We are 

fully aware of our limitations as modern people who are not used to making clay pots 
and cooking in them. We simply lack experience and cultural knowledge of how to do 
it because we are a product of our time. In other words, the experimenter’s experience 
influences the experiment’s results and its quality. Therefore, none of the experiments 
conducted by archaeologists can match the craftsmanship and skills of ancient people. 
In our case, it greatly affected the manufacturing process of the pots, but it had not lim-
ited much cooking in them.  

As mentioned before, we wanted to reconstruct the whole journey of the pot 
from the moment it was shaped out of clay until the moment it broke and became un-
usable. On that matter, our experiments were successful, as we managed to shape the 
pots, fire them, cook in them and even accidentally break some whilst cleaning.  

One of our goals was to get familiar with technologies used in the past and ex-
perience the difficulties an ancient pottery maker could encounter whilst making cook-
ing pots. Preparing the clay for making the pottery taught us how much physical work 
and planning went into this process. Experimenting with various clay working methods, 
we discovered that the slab-building technique was used to make the original artefact 
and that the potter needed less than two hours to form one vessel.  

To learn how to reconstruct the pot from Bozânta Mică-Grind site, we were 
inspired by pottery finds from Korytnica in Poland (Przeworsk Culture), where frag-

                                                      
28 Bogacki, 2018, p. 219. 
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ments of a slab-built vessel were found with fingerprints along the joins of its clay 
body29. This find allowed us to understand how the ancient potter connected slabs of 
clay to form the pot. Most interesting was that the clay slabs overlapped differently 
at the lower part of the pot’s body compared to the top. The overlapping slabs were 
aligned so the weight of the clay kept them in place, rather than pulling them apart, 
during the drying stage30. 

The main factors that led to the cracking of our pots whilst firing were the rel-
ative lack of experience, rushing, and joining the clay sheets without the right pressure. 
No doubt, the most tricky part while making the pot was removing all air bubbles when 
joining the clay together. We noticed that the slab-building technique reduced the pos-
sibility of entrapping air bubbles between the clay joints, increasing the chances of suc-
cessful firing.  

We think this pottery-building technique was known to Dacians who had con-
tact with Germanic tribes. Numerous Dacian artefacts were discovered on sites belong-
ing to Przeworsk Culture31, and Germanic artefacts from Przeworsk Culture were found 
in Dacian contexts at sites spreading across Upper Tisa Basin32 and Transylvania33. At 
the Bozânta Mică-Grind site where our cooking pot was found, features typical for Prze-
worsk Culture (rectangular pits with clay-lined walls and burning marks34) were even 
recognised.  

Cooking in the reconstructed Dacian pots was a great experience, and for some-
one who never had the opportunity before, it was a bit like using a modern ceramic 
slow cooker (Fig. 9). It kept the temperature for a long time, even after removing the 
heat source. Comparing soot marks at the experimental vessels to the original artefact 
demonstrated that the Dacians placed the pot above the fire. We noticed that using the 
gridiron and keeping the fire beneath it allowed us to control the cooking temperature 
better and was far more comfortable than another way of cooking. Also, it was a more 
efficient way of cooking, as our water boiling test demonstrated. The additional obser-
vation we made was that our green lentils always tasted smoky. So Dacian food had 
a distinctive smoked flavour, which added a nice character to the plain food (Fig. 10). 
We didn’t observe the build-up of food residues, often said to be the reason these pots 
stopped being used. In our case, the only way we could not use the pot was simply to 
break it into pieces. However, one of them still hasn’t broken ... 

So the reconstructed Dacian pot and our journey continue ... 
  

                                                      
29 We are greatly indebted to Andrzej PRZYGODNI and Darek GREŃ for this information. 
30 D. Greń and A. Przygodni, Personal Communication. 
31 Rudnicki, 2011, p. 117-143. 
32 Ardeleanu, 2009, p. 152; Oledzki, 1999, p. 54. 
33 Opreanu, Alicu, 2004, p. 491-493. 
34 Ardeleanu, 2015, p. 59-96. 
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